INTRODUCTION
============

Desert dust is a key component of the Earth's climate system, accounting for \~70% of the mass and \~25% of the shortwave (SW) radiation extinguished by aerosols in the atmosphere ([@R1]). The impacts of dust on the Earth system, as a result of interactions with radiation, clouds, and biogeochemistry, are sensitive to the sizes of dust particles in the atmosphere ([@R2]). Although climate models are the primary tool used to understand dust impacts on the Earth system ([@R3]), several lines of evidence indicate that these climate models consistently and substantially underestimate the amount of coarse dust (with diameter *D* ≥ 5 μm) in the atmosphere ([@R4]--[@R6]). This underestimation of coarse dust has been recognized since the 1970s with the detection of large dust particles over the Caribbean ([@R7]) that were difficult to account for in models ([@R8]). Recent ship-based lidar observations of dust mass concentration profiles over the North Atlantic Ocean found that measured coarse dust concentrations still exceed those simulated in several models for the same time period ([@R4]). In addition, several aircraft-based in situ observations have found that the measured coarse dust particles are usually larger than expected, regardless of the distance from the dust source ([@R5], [@R9]). Moreover, observations made over the Pacific Ocean also showed that more coarse dust particles are transported further east, away from the Asian desert, than captured by models ([@R10]). Overall, several campaign observations have now shown that more coarse dust particles are present in the atmosphere than are accounted for in current global models ([@R4]--[@R6]), but exactly how much coarse dust is missing globally in climate models remains unclear.

Coarse dust is known to have distinct impacts on several Earth system processes ([@R2]). One such key impact of coarse dust is its effect on biogeochemistry and carbon sequestration ([@R11]). Coarse dust dominates the deposited dust mass flux ([@R12]) and, thus, affects the delivery of key micronutrients like iron to the ocean surface, which may in turn influence the uptake of carbon dioxide into the deep ocean ([@R13]). Another way coarse dust affects Earth system processes is through interactions with clouds and radiation ([@R14]). Coarse dust particles are more effective cloud and ice condensation nuclei than fine dust particles (diameter *D* \< 5 μm) and, thus, influence the amount and spatial distribution of clouds, which in turn affect global precipitation and climate ([@R14], [@R15]). In addition, while fine dust particles cool the climate by predominantly scattering SW radiation, coarse dust particles warm the climate system by absorbing both SW and longwave (LW) radiation ([@R16]). This absorption of radiation by coarse dust can also affect atmospheric stability and circulation ([@R17]). Since the impact of dust depends on its size, the underestimation of coarse dust in global models hinders our ability to accurately estimate the various impacts of dust on the Earth system ([@R2]).

To address the systematic underestimation of coarse dust in climate models ([@R4], [@R5]), we develop an approach that determines how much coarse dust is in the atmosphere and how much of that coarse dust is missing from current climate models. Our approach uses a framework to constrain the global coarse dust loading by using published measurements of atmospheric dust size distributions, observational constraints on dust shape and global dust optical depth, and an ensemble of global model simulations. We find that the atmosphere contains four times more coarse dust than is currently simulated in models, which results in a substantial underestimation of the coarse dust impacts on the Earth system, including warming by coarse dust at the top of the atmosphere (TOA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Size distribution of the missing coarse dust
--------------------------------------------

We estimate the global size distribution of atmospheric coarse dust by combining an ensemble of global atmospheric model simulations with a compilation of published in situ measurements of dust size distributions (see Materials and Methods and fig. S1). We take the compilation of previously published in situ measurements and the ensemble of global model simulations from a recent study ([@R18]) \[the model ensemble includes Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), Weather Research and Forecasting model coupled with Chemistry (WRF-Chem), Community Earth System Model (CESM), Goddard Earth Observing System coupled with Chemistry (GEOS-Chem), ARPEGE-Climate, and Integrated Massively Parallel Atmospheric Chemical Transport (IMPACT); see Materials and Methods and section S2 for details\]. We determine the globally representative size-dependent correction factor needed to bring the fractional contribution of coarse dust in each model simulations in optimal agreement with measured coarse dust size distributions. We define our coarse dust as dust particles with a diameter between 5 and 20 μm because 5 μm represents the diameter at which most models begin to underestimate the coarse dust ([@R16]) and also because most models generally do not incorporate dust particles beyond 20 μm ([@R2], [@R19]). Although dust particles larger than 20 μm have recently been measured in the atmosphere ([@R20]), we limit our estimate to 20 μm because measurements of dust with *D* \> 20 μm are still scarce, and using them may result in a large uncertainty for the global estimate of the coarse dust ([@R2]). Despite limiting the coarse dust diameter to 20 μm, our result shows that coarse dust accounts for 58% \[95% confidence interval (CI), 50 to 69%\] of the atmospheric dust mass, which is substantially more than the 19% (6 to 31%) estimated by an ensemble of global model simulations ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Constraints on the global coarse dust size distribution.\
(**A**) Constraint on the global dust size distribution obtained using measurements of atmospheric dust size distributions (red/pink) indicates that the atmosphere contains substantially more coarse dust than obtained in a recent analysis (black/gray; ([@R16])) and accounted for in an ensemble of global model simulations (colored lines). Each size distribution is normalized such that the integral of *dV*/*dD* equals one. (**B**) Size-resolved log-mean bias against measurements of dust size distribution (see also [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) indicates that our constraints on the coarse dust size distribution perform better than those obtained from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) (black/gray) and an ensemble of global model simulations (blue/cyan; global models used are shown in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The last column shows the overall log-mean bias for all coarse dust between diameter 5 and 20 μm. The shading in (A) and the error bars in (B) represent the 95% confidence interval.](aaz9507-F1){#F1}

To determine how accurately our estimates compare with measurements, we use a separate methodology described in ([@R18]) to obtain the coarse dust fractions at the locations, heights, and seasons for which over two dozen measurements of dust size distributions were taken. On the basis of the constraints on global dust size distribution ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we find that our estimates of coarse dust size distributions are in excellent agreement with measurements at various locations, heights, and seasons ([Figs. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, global models significantly underestimate the fraction of coarse dust relative to each of these measurements. On average, this systematic model underestimation of coarse dust ranges between half to one-and-a-half orders of magnitude and increases with dust diameter ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and table S1). Although the model bias is significant for all locations considered here, most models perform better near dust-source regions than farther downstream ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and table S2). We also compare our estimates of the fraction of coarse dust in the atmosphere to recent estimates by Kok *et al.* ([@R16]). Whereas Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) obtained the global fraction of coarse dust by combining constraints on the emitted dust size distribution with model simulations of dust lifetime, our approach uses direct measurements of atmospheric dust size distribution to constrain the global size distribution. Although the 43% (38 to 49%) global fraction of atmospheric coarse dust estimated by Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) is higher than that simulated by global models, it is still substantially lower than our estimates ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the spatiotemporally collocated comparison with the compilation of measured dust size distributions indicates that, although the coarse dust estimates from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) are in better agreement with measurements than model simulations (figs. S2 and S3), they still underestimate the coarse dust fraction in the atmosphere ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the fractional contribution of coarse dust in the atmosphere per unit dust mass is higher than what is simulated in models or estimated by constraining only the emitted dust size distribution.

![Measurement compilation of coarse dust size distributions indicates that current global models substantially underestimate coarse dust fractions.\
We compare each measurement \[purple dots; compiled by ([@R18])\] against the corresponding seasonally averaged dust size distribution obtained from an ensemble of model simulations (blue lines) as well as from this study (red lines). All size distributions are normalized at 5-μm diameter to emphasize the discrepancies.](aaz9507-F2){#F2}

Atmospheric mass load of the missing coarse dust
------------------------------------------------

We combined our constrained global dust size distribution ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) with observational constraints on global dust aerosol optical depth and dust extinction efficiency to estimate the size-resolved global atmospheric dust load---that is, the total mass load of dust in the atmosphere for each particle size (see Materials and Methods). We used constraints on the global dust aerosol optical depth from Ridley *et al.* ([@R21]), which combined extensive satellite and ground-based observations of aerosol optical depth with an ensemble of model simulations that separated dust from nondust optical depth. We also used constraints on the size-resolved dust extinction efficiency from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]), which leveraged observational and experimental constraints on dust shape and dust index of refraction. This study, thus, accounted for the effect of dust asphericity, which enhances dust extinction by \~30% in the SW ([@R16]). We compared our estimates of the size-resolved atmospheric dust load with previously published results from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]), and with an ensemble of AeroCom models \[Aerosol Comparison between Observations and Models project---GISS, Global Ozone Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport (GOCART), Community Atmosphere Model (CAM), Model for Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry (MATCH), Model for OZone And Related chemical Tracers (MOZART), IMPACT, Laboratoire d'Optique Atmo-sphérique (LOA); see Materials and Methods and section S2 for details\] representing the collective state of commonly used global atmospheric models ([@R16], [@R19]). It is worth noting that the ensemble of AeroCom models used for comparison is different from the ensemble of global models used to constrain the dust size distributions (see table S3).

We find that current models miss most of the coarse dust load in the atmosphere ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). That is, the atmosphere contains about 17 Tg (10 to 29 Tg) of coarse dust, whereas AeroCom models account for only 4.0 Tg (3.5 to 6.0 Tg), thus missing about three-quarters of the coarse dust load in the atmosphere. In addition to the missing coarse dust, current models do not account for giant dust particles with *D* \> 20 μm, which can contribute substantially to mass loading close to source regions ([@R6]). As a result, we consider our estimates of the coarse dust load in the atmosphere to be lower bound ([@R20]), and the underestimation of coarse dust in AeroCom models may, thus, be even larger than we estimate here. Furthermore, a recent analysis of the atmospheric dust load from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) that used constraints of the emitted dust size distribution also substantially underestimates the coarse dust load, accounting for only 10 Tg (6 to 15 Tg) of the coarse dust load. Because this recent analysis ([@R16]) and the AeroCom models miss most of the coarse dust, they also attribute the aerosol optical depth produced by coarse dust to fine dust instead, resulting in an overestimation of fine dust ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the global atmosphere contains about 40% more dust (fine and coarse) than what is simulated by AeroCom models, and that is about 80% of the total mass load of particulate matters in the atmosphere ([@R22]).

![Constraints on the mass of dust in the atmosphere.\
(**A**) Size-resolved dust mass distribution (Tg) indicates that the mass of dust in the atmosphere (red/pink) is significantly more than those obtained from ([@R16]) (black/gray) or an ensemble of AeroCom models obtained from ([@R19]) (colored lines/cyan bars), and (**B**) shows the corresponding atmospheric dust load (Tg) integrated for the coarse dust (*D* = 5.0 to 20 μm), fine dust (*D* = 0.1 to 5.0 μm), and all dust (*D* = 0.1 to 20 μm). The shading in (A) and the error bars in (B) represent the 95% confidence interval.](aaz9507-F3){#F3}

Possible reasons for why models miss most of the coarse dust
------------------------------------------------------------

The systematic underestimation of atmospheric coarse dust suggests that one or more important processes are inaccurately represented in global atmospheric models. Since the atmospheric dust size distribution is primarily determined by the size distribution of dust at emission and size-dependent deposition processes ([@R2], [@R19]), our results suggest that models inadequately represent either the size distribution at emission or deposition processes and possibly both ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To improve size distribution at emission, most of the model simulations in our ensemble used a coarser dust size distribution at emission ([@R16]), which is based on experimental constraints following brittle fragmentation theory ([@R23]), than those used in AeroCom models ([@R19]). However, recent measurements taken over the Sahara desert suggest that these global models still underestimate the coarse dust at emission ([@R24]). Moreover, several previously published measurements of emitted size distribution may have also underestimated the coarse dust particles because of the losses of particles in the instrument's inlet system ([@R25]). Even when the emitted dust size distribution is constrained using measurements ([@R16], [@R23]), the comparison of globally averaged dust size distributions in [Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} suggests that coarse dust also deposits out of the atmosphere less quickly than predicted in models. This finding is supported by measurements that found coarse dust particles are deposited at greater distances from dust-source regions than can be predicted by models or explained by current dust deposition theory ([@R5], [@R12]). Our results further indicate that dust deposits too quickly in models, because model biases are larger relative to measurements taken farther from dust sources than those taken closer to dust sources (see table S2). In addition, satellite-based retrievals and ship-based measurements of dust optical depth across the dust-dominated parts of the North Atlantic indicate that the height of dust layers decreases more slowly away from dust sources than has been simulated by a range of climate models ([@R4]). Although inaccuracies in the emitted dust size distributions likely contribute to the underestimation of coarse dust in models, a range of measurements indicates that the underestimation of atmospheric coarse dust is also driven by too fast deposition of coarse dust in global models.

Several possible reasons could contribute to global models depositing coarse dust out of the atmosphere too quickly. First, models assume dust is spherical ([@R26]), which likely causes an overestimation of their gravitational settling speed. The rationale for this is that aspherical dust particles have a greater surface-to-volume ratio and, thus, a slower deposition velocity than spherical dust. Second, turbulent or convective vertical mixing within an elevated dust layer such as the Sahara Air Layer can work against gravitational settling, therefore increasing the lifetime of the coarse dust in the atmosphere ([@R27]). This convective mixing can be generated either by strong horizontal winds that induce vertical wind shear and buoyancy around the transporting dust ([@R28]) or by differential vertical radiative heating within the dust layer ([@R29]). Unlike at the TOA, dust particles can radiatively warm a dust layer in the SW and cool it in the LW ([@R29]). Therefore, more coarse dust in a dust layer can lead to a stronger LW cooling at the top and a stronger SW warming at the lower part, inducing a vertical mixing that can keep the dust layer elevated farther from source regions than what global models predict. The potential for this vertical mixing is supported by observational evidence that includes the lack of variability with height in both the measured aerosol concentration ([@R5], [@R9]) and the satellite-retrieved depolarization ratio ([@R30]) within the dust layer, as well as vertically uniform radiosonde-derived potential temperature profiles retrieved within the dust layer ([@R9]) over the North Atlantic.

A third reason for why models overestimate dust deposition could be that charged dust particles in the atmosphere generate vertical electrical forces that can potentially counteract gravitational settling ([@R31]). While some measurements have shown evidence of electrically charged dust particles in the atmosphere ([@R32]), and even proposed it as a mechanism for coarse dust particles persisting for long distance over the Mediterranean region ([@R33]), it remains unclear whether this mechanism could substantially contribute to the missing coarse dust in global models ([@R27]). Fourth, global models can also overestimate dust deposition because of excessive numerical diffusion due to the type of advective scheme used for dust transport ([@R4], [@R26]). For example, ([@R26]) showed that not accounting for second-order derivatives in the numerical scheme could cause an overestimation of the dust deposition, resulting in an underestimation of the atmospheric dust load by a factor of two. However, by increasing model resolutions, errors associated with numerical diffusion can be reduced, although not eliminated ([@R34]). Last, the uncertainty in the simulated vertical distribution and the numerical representation of the number of bins used during dust transport may also contribute to the missing coarse dust in global models ([@R35], [@R36]). For example, if dust plumes in global models simulate a lower starting altitude than observed or use too few bins or modes to transport the dust particles, it could result in a faster deposition of coarse dust in the models ([@R4], [@R36]). Together, dust asphericity, convective mixing within the dust layer, levitation of charged dust, and uncertainties in simulated dust vertical distribution and numerical representation may all contribute to the underestimation of coarse dust in global models.

Implications of the missing coarse dust
---------------------------------------

Our finding that most of the coarse dust particles are missing in global models indicates that these models underestimate the extent of various important impacts of coarse dust on the Earth system. First, global models underestimate the radiative impact coarse dust has on the global climate because it underestimates the amount of coarse dust in the atmosphere. Since coarse dust warms by absorbing both SW and LW radiation ([@R16]), the underestimation of coarse dust by both climate models and the recent analysis of Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) indicate that the net dust direct radiative effect (DRE) is more warming than has been previously estimated. To better understand the impact of the missing coarse dust on the global climate, we obtain constraints on the global dust DRE at the TOA. We do so by combining constraints on the size-resolved global dust optical depth obtained using the constraints on the atmospheric dust load ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and modeling constraints on the size-resolved dust radiative effect efficiency---which is the simulated dust DRE at the TOA per unit dust aerosol optical depth (see Materials and Methods). We find that coarse dust produces a TOA warming that is substantially larger than is simulated in current models and estimated from past analyses ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R16]). Specifically, the TOA warming due to coarse dust is 0.20 W·m^−2^ (0.11 to 0.36 W·m^−2^), whereas the ensemble of AeroCom models accounts for only 0.04 W·m^−2^ (0.01 to 0.09 W·m^−2^). This larger TOA warming by coarse dust in our estimate is driven in large part by increased extinction of LW radiation, although increased extinction of SW radiation also plays a role (see figs. S4 and S5). Similarly, since the global estimates from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) use constraints that leverage only the measurements of the emitted dust size distribution, a 7.0 Tg (1.8 to 14.9 Tg) underestimation of the coarse dust load results in a 0.07 W·m^−2^ (0.00 to 0.20 W·m^−2^) underestimation of the coarse dust warming of the global climate. In contrast to the coarse dust warming, our result indicates less TOA cooling by fine dust because the increased extinction from coarse dust necessitates less extinction from fine dust to match satellite constraints on dust aerosol optical depth ([@R21]). Therefore, accounting for coarse dust in the atmosphere causes the net impact of dust at the TOA to be substantially less cooling than previously estimated, resulting in an increased likelihood (about 40%) that dust net warms the global climate ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Constraints on dust direct radiative effects at the top of the atmosphere (DRE~TOA~ W·m^−2^).\
Size-aggregated DRE~TOA~ indicates that accounting for the missing coarse dust increases the coarse dust warming, resulting in an overall reduction in the global all-dust radiative cooling. The DRE~TOA~ (W·m^−2^) values are obtained in this study (red/pink), from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) (black/gray), and an ensemble of AeroCom models (blue lines). (**A**) DRE~TOA~ values for the coarse dust (*D* = 5.0 to 20 μm), fine dust (*D* = 0.1 to 5.0 μm), and all dust (*D* = 0.1 to 20 μm). (**B**) All-dust DRE~TOA~ values for longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) components and the net (LW + SW). The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.](aaz9507-F4){#F4}

Our analysis of dust DRE is subject to some limitations that affect the estimated TOA warming by the missing coarse dust (see also section S5). For instance, our estimate of dust DRE is limited by the uncertainties in the simulated size-resolved dust radiative effect efficiencies (see Materials and Methods and section S5). In particular, a recent study ([@R37]) suggests that the dust refractive index used in the model simulations of the radiative effect efficiency might overestimate the imaginary part of the refractive index in the LW spectrum. As such, our estimate of dust DRE may overestimate the coarse dust warming in the LW. On the other hand, although we limit our analysis to dust with *D* ≤ 20 μm because of a dearth of both size distribution measurements and model simulations that extend to larger particle sizes (see Materials and Methods), giant dust particles with *D* \> 20 μm have been observed to contribute substantially to dust concentrations and LW extinction close to major source regions such as the Sahara desert ([@R20]). As such, the underestimation of TOA coarse dust warming in AeroCom models may also be larger than we estimated here. Further measurement and modeling constraints on dust properties are, thus, needed to better estimate the radiative effects of coarse and giant dust particles in the atmosphere.

A second consequence of the coarse dust missing from global models is that the missing coarse dust can bias the simulations of global clouds and precipitation. Since the absorption of SW radiation by coarse dust warms the atmosphere ([@R29]), an underestimation of the warming coarse dust within a cloud layer could cause an underestimation of cloud evaporation that can suppress precipitation ([@R14]). In addition, SW absorption may also result in enhanced precipitation through its impact on large-scale dynamics ([@R38]). In contrast, coarse dust is an important source of giant cloud condensation nuclei, the presence of which can accelerate the formation of precipitation by producing large cloud droplets ([@R15], [@R39]). Therefore, the underestimation of coarse dust by global models can substantially affect the amount and timing of precipitation.

A third consequence of the coarse dust missing from global models is an underestimation of dust deposition into the ocean. Since more coarse dust particles are present in the atmosphere, it also suggests that they have a longer lifetime than those simulated in global models. Whereas current global models simulate a substantial amount of dry deposition over land and close to source regions ([@R36]), a longer coarse dust lifetime increases coarse dust deposition farther from dust sources and into the nearby oceans. Therefore, accounting for the missing coarse dust in global models will increase dust deposition into the ocean, thus also increasing dust-induced productivity of ocean ecosystems and the uptake of carbon dioxide into the deep ocean ([@R11], [@R13]).

CONCLUSIONS
===========

We have shown that climate models miss most of the coarse dust (*D* ≥ 5 μm) in the atmosphere, causing an underestimation of important impacts of coarse dust on ocean ecosystems, clouds, and global climate. We find that the mass of coarse dust in the atmosphere is about four times greater than simulated in current climate models, resulting in greater total dust mass load in the atmosphere. Although inaccuracies in the representation of dust emission might contribute to this underestimation of coarse dust in models, our results indicate that climate models also deposit coarse dust out of the atmosphere too quickly. Accounting for this missing coarse dust increases the TOA coarse dust warming by about 0.15 W·m^−2^ (0.10 to 0.24 W·m^−2^), increases the fertilization of ocean ecosystems by dust deposition, and affects the distribution of global clouds and precipitation. Therefore, climate models must account for the missing coarse dust to accurately simulate its impact on clouds, biogeochemistry, and global climate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

To estimate the amount of coarse dust particles in the atmosphere, we developed a framework that combines an ensemble of model simulations with a compilation of dozens of in situ dust size distributions. We describe this framework below and use it to obtain constraints on the globally averaged dust size distribution and the global load of coarse dust. We also estimate the impact of this global load of coarse dust on the global dust DRE.

Constraining the global dust size distribution
----------------------------------------------

We constrained the global coarse dust size distribution by determining the size-dependent globally representative correction factor needed to bring model simulations in optimal agreement with a compilation of measured atmospheric dust size distributions. Specifically, we determined the correction factor for each particle bin by minimizing the sum of the squared deviations between the modeled and the measured coarse dust size distributions. That is$$\chi_{k}^{2}(D) = \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N_{o}}\left\{ \text{log}\left\lbrack \delta_{\textit{atm}}^{k}(D) \cdot \frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{f}^{k,j}}{\mathit{dD}}(D) \right\rbrack - \text{log}\left\lbrack \frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{o}^{j}}{\mathit{dD}}(D) \right\rbrack \right\}^{2}$$

First, $\frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{o}^{j}}{\mathit{dD}}$ is the *j*^th^ measured dust size distribution, and *N*~o~ is the total number of available measurements. We give a summary of these measured atmospheric dust size distributions in the Supplementary Materials (section S1), but details can be found elsewhere in ([@R18]) and the references therein. Second, the $\frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{f}^{k,j}}{\mathit{dD}}$ is the modeled dust size distribution that is obtained from the simulated dust mass fraction of model *k.* These models include the GISS ModelE atmospheric general circulation model---GISS, WRF-Chem, CESM, GEOS-Chem, ARPEGE-Climat (from the Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques Earth system model), and IMPACT (see section S2). Furthermore, each $\frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{f}^{k,j}}{\mathit{dD}}$ corresponds to the location, height, and season of each *j*^th^ measurement (fig. S1). Although each measurement often represents an average of several days or months, here we compare them to the corresponding modeled seasonally averaged size distribution ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Such a comparison is possible because the monthly or submonthly variability of the normalized modeled dust size distribution for each season is often small ([@R2]). We also compared [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the logarithmic space because the size distributions often span several orders of magnitude ([@R2]). Last, $\delta_{\text{atm}}^{k}$ is the size-resolved correction factor needed to bring each model simulation, *k*, in optimal agreement with the compilation of measured dust size distributions. We use six models to describe the state of dust size distributions in global atmospheric model simulations (see the summary of the climate model simulations in section S2 and table S3).

To estimate the correction factor ($\delta_{\text{atm}}^{k}$), both the modeled and measured dust size distributions must be on the same equal footing concerning the particle bin resolution---that is, *D* in [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} must be the same for both modeled and measured dust size distributions. Therefore, we define a common bin spacing spanning the diameter range covered by each measurement, and we estimate the corresponding size distribution that is mapped onto these new particle bins (see details of the procedure in section S3). That is, $\frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{o}^{j}}{\mathit{dD}}$ is the size distribution that maps the *j*^th^ measurements (*O^j^*) to the new particle bins, and $\frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{f}^{k,j}}{\mathit{dD}}$ is the corresponding size distribution that maps the simulated dust mass fraction (*f*^*k*,\ *j*^) from model *k* to the new particle bins. These common particle bins are defined by diameter *D~i~*, such that *i* = 1, ..., *N~j~*, and *N~j~* is the total number of bins for the diameter range of the *j*^th^ measurement. We set the coarse dust diameters for *D~i~* ≥ 5 μm since this represents the diameter at which most models begin to underestimate the coarse dust ([@R16]). In addition, we limit the maximum particle diameter to *D*~max~ = 20 μm, following some recent studies ([@R16], [@R18]) and for a better comparison with global models, since most models do not simulate particles larger than *D*~max~. Although dust particles with a diameter larger than 20 μm have been measured in the atmosphere especially close to dust source regions ([@R6], [@R20], [@R40]), they are relatively limited and, therefore, constraints on the global load of dust with *D~i~* \> *D*~max~ would be highly uncertain ([@R2]).

We next obtained constraints on the global coarse dust size distribution in the atmosphere by solving [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the size-dependent correction factor that each model needs to minimize the deviation from the compilation of the in situ measurements. That is$$\left. \frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}^{k}}{\mathit{dD}}(D_{i})\mid \right._{\text{global}} = \left. \frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{f}^{k}}{\mathit{dD}}(D_{i})\mid \right._{\text{global}} \cdot \delta_{\text{atm}}^{k}(D_{i})$$where $\left. \frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}^{k}}{\mathit{dD}}\mid \right._{\text{global}}$ is the constraint on the global atmospheric dust size distribution that corrects for the missing coarse dust for each model simulation *k*, and $\left. \frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{f}^{k}}{\mathit{dD}}(D_{i})\mid \right._{\text{global}}$ is the globally averaged dust size distribution from model simulationk *k.* Similar to $\frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{f}^{k,j}}{\mathit{dD}}$, we also estimate the sub-bin distributions of $\left. \frac{d{\overset{\frown}{V}}_{f}^{k}}{\mathit{dD}}(D_{i})\mid \right._{\text{global}}$ for each model, mapping it to the common particle bin resolution with diameter *D~i~* (see section S3.2). One difficulty in obtaining the correction factor $\delta_{\text{atm}}^{k}$ and the global dust size distribution $\left. \frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}^{k}}{\mathit{dD}}\mid \right._{\text{global}}$ in [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} above are the differences in the measured size ranges, which may result in discontinuities in $\delta_{\text{atm}}^{k}$and $\left. \frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}^{k}}{\mathit{dD}}\mid \right._{\text{global}}$ estimates. To avoid this problem, we fit a generalized theoretical function (see [Eq. 6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"} in ([@R18])) that describes the atmospheric dust size distribution to the resulting global dust size distribution.

The procedure above obtained constraints on the global coarse dust size distribution by using measurement constraints of atmospheric size distribution only for dust particles with *D* ≥ 5 μm ([Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). However, knowledge of both coarse dust (*D~i~* ≥ 5 μm) and fine dust (*D~i~* \< 5 μm) are necessary to estimate the total dust atmospheric load and the dust direct radiative impact. Therefore, we use the existing constraints on global fine dust size distribution from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]), which leveraged measurements of emitted size distributions with modeling and experimental constraints on dust size distribution. We do so because this global fine dust size distribution from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) was used in Adebiyi *et al.* ([@R18]), and the corresponding estimates of dust size distribution accurately reproduce the in situ measurements for fine dust particles between *D~i~* = 0.5 to 5 μm \[see Fig. 4 in ([@R18])\]. We, thus, obtained the complete dust size distribution for dust diameter *D~i~* between *D*~min~ = 0.1 μm and *D*~max~ = 20 μm by combining the fine dust size distribution from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) with the above constraints on the coarse dust size distribution ([Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) (see [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Obtaining the atmospheric dust load and the direct dust radiative effect
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the constrained globally averaged dust size distribution, we estimated the atmospheric dust load and the direct dust radiative effect that accounts for the missing coarse dust, following the methodology described in Kok *et al.* ([@R16]). First, we estimated the size-resolved global atmospheric dust mass load (*M*~atm~) by combining constraints on the global dust size distribution $\frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}}{\mathit{dD}}$ with constraints on dust aerosol optical depth (τ~atm~) and dust mass extinction efficiency (ε~atm~) at 550-nm wavelength$$\frac{\mathit{dM}_{\text{atm}}(D)}{\mathit{dD}} = A_{\text{Earth}} \cdot \frac{\tau_{\text{atm}}}{\varepsilon_{\text{atm}}} \cdot \frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}(D)}{\mathit{dD}}$$where *A*~Earth~ is the area of Earth and $\frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}}{\mathit{dD}}$ is obtained from [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} above. We obtained τ~atm~ from ([@R21]), which observationally constrained the global τ~atm~ using satellite and ground-based measurements supplemented with an ensemble of global model simulations, yielding τ~atm~ = 0.030 ± 0.005. The dust mass extinction efficiency is calculated using the constrained global dust size distribution ($\frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}}{\mathit{dD}}$) from [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the density of dust (ρ~d~ = 2.5 ± 0.2 g cm^−3^), and the dust extinction efficiency (*Q*~ext~). Unlike the estimation of dust extinction efficiency in climate models that use spherical assumption for dust shape, here we obtained *Q*~ext~ from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]), which leveraged measurements of globally averaged dust index of refraction and accounts for dust asphericity based on observation of dust aspect ratio and height-to-width ratio. Using this constraint on *Q*~ext~, we estimate ε~atm~ as$$\varepsilon_{\text{atm}} = \int\limits_{D_{\text{min}}}^{D_{\text{max}}}\frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}(D)}{\mathit{dD}}\frac{3}{2\rho_{d}D}Q_{\text{ext}}(D)\mathit{dD}$$

Second, we use the constraint on the global atmospheric dust mass load ($\frac{\mathit{dM}_{\text{atm}}}{\mathit{dD}}$; [Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the dust extinction efficiency (*Q*~ext~) to estimate the size-resolved global direct dust radiative effect *R*~TOA~ at the TOA---*R*~TOA~, following ([@R16]). That is$$R_{\text{TOA}}(D) = \frac{1}{A_{\text{Earth}}}\int\limits_{D_{\text{min}}}^{D_{\text{max}}}\frac{d\tau_{d}(D)}{\mathit{dD}}\Omega_{\text{TOA}}(D)\mathit{dD}$$and$$\frac{d\tau_{d}(D)}{\mathit{dD}} = \frac{\mathit{dM}_{\text{atm}}(D)}{\mathit{dD}}\frac{3}{2\rho_{d}D}Q_{\text{ext}}(D)$$

From the equation, $\frac{d\tau_{d}}{\mathit{dD}}$ is the constraint on the size-resolved global dust aerosol optical depth, and Ω~TOA~ is the size-resolved globally averaged all-sky TOA radiative effect efficiency---which is the dust radiative effect that a dust particle with diameter *D* produces per unit dust aerosol optical depth. Both *R*~TOA~ and Ω~TOA~ are defined for the SW and the LW spectra as *R*~TOA~ = *R*~TOA,\ SW~ + *R*~TOA,\ LW~ and Ω~TOA~ = Ω~TOA,\ SW~ + Ω~TOA,\ LW~. We obtained Ω~TOA~ values using four global model simulations from Kok *et al.* ([@R16]). These models include GISS, WRF-Chem, CESM, and GEOS-Chem. Details of the dust optical properties, including the refractive indices, used in estimating Ω~TOA~both in the SW and LW can be found in Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) (see also section S2 and table S3).

Since the particle bins of the model simulations are discretized, we have to also discretize *R*~TOA~ in [Eq. 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, such that$$R_{\text{TOA}}(D_{\gamma,i}) = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N_{\gamma}}\frac{\Omega_{\text{TOA}}^{\gamma}(D_{\gamma,i})}{A_{\text{Earth}}}\int\limits_{D_{\gamma,i, -}}^{D_{\gamma,i, +}}\frac{d\tau_{d}(D)}{\mathit{dD}}\mathit{dD}$$where *D*~γ,\ *i*,\ −~ and *D*~γ,\ *i*,\ +~ are, respectively, the lower and upper diameter limits of particle bin *i*, with *i =* 1*,...,N~γ~*, *N~γ~* is the total number of bins for each of the four global model simulation γ. It is worth noting here that the climate model simulations γ used to constrain *R*~TOA~ in [Eq. 6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"} are different from the model simulations *k* used to constrain the globally averaged dust size distribution in [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} above (see section S2 and table S3). Last, the estimation of corresponding dust load and DRE for AeroCom models follows the description in Kok *et al.* ([@R16]) and summarized in section S4.

Quantifying the uncertainties
-----------------------------

We quantified the uncertainties in the globally averaged dust size distribution ($\frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}}{\mathit{dD}}$; [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the size-resolved global dust load ($\frac{\mathit{dM}_{\text{atm}}}{\mathit{dD}}$; [Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and the dust DRE (*R*~TOA~; [Eq. 6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"}) using a nonparametric procedure based on the bootstrap method. To do so, we assumed that the sets of input variables for each equation are independent and are defined by probability distributions. Therefore, using these probability distributions, we can estimate the resulting probability distribution of $\frac{\mathit{dV}_{\text{atm}}}{\mathit{dD}}$, $\frac{\mathit{dM}_{\text{atm}}}{\mathit{dD}}$, and *R*~TOA~, by randomly sampling (with replacement) each of the input variables for a large number of times (10^4^). Sampling with replacement implies that the same realization can be selected from the probability distribution multiple times or not selected at all.

Although our nonparametric procedure propagates the uncertainties in the observations and model simulations, our result is still affected by other limitations associated with the input parameters (see section S5). As a result, our estimates of coarse dust can further be improved as more measurements of dust size distribution, and accurate constraints on other dust properties become available.
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